The Real Dr. Judy Newsletter August 6th, 2022 - Tribute to Ed Arranga, Founder of
AutismOne

❤️

You are receiving this email because you previously signed up for news and updates from me, Judy
A. Mikovits PhD, either at Plaguethebook.com or Therealdrjudy.com.

I am now on Truth Social @therealdrjudy

Hello everyone,
This week I am heading to Pittsburgh, where I will teach at the Journey of Healthcare hosted by
Nutritional Frontiers. Due to the incredible response, the event is sold out. However, I want you to consider
ordering the virtual option or opt for the recorded playback. I am going to focus my talk on the underlying
causes of Immune Dysfunction, which are closely connected to the collapse of the innate immune system
we see in the poisoned populations around the world due to the bioweapon injections. I will teach nutritional
support solutions for the pathways of disease and how to stay well.
My next stop this month will be AutismOne in Mesa, Arizona, August 18 - 21, 2022. AutismOne is THE
event of the year. This is the largest parent-run autism conference in the United States. I cannot encourage
you enough to make the trip to see me and the other incredibly skilled and trained speakers in person. You
will learn from my 15 years plus experience with Autism or as the late Dr. Zev Zelenko rightfully declared it
“Vaccine Aids”. Nobody knows more about treating vaccine AIDS than the doctors, practitioners and vendors
at AutismOne.
The long list of experts, practitioners, doctors and educators who are coming together is the best source of
knowledge for you and your family to take back your health. Dr. Stephanie Seneff, Dr. Christopher Shade,
Dr. Arthur Krigsman, Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt, Dr. Brian Hooker, Prof. James Adams and Del Bigtree are just a
few names you will recognize on the panel of speakers this year.

The 2022 conference will have a special tribute to
its Founder and President, Ed Arranga, who
passed into Gods arms last December. Ed spent
his life’s energies advancing the mission of
AutismOne and mobilized the unification of autism
advocacy groups since its inception in 2002.
To ensure Ed’s legacy lives on, I invite you to make
a contribution in his memory to AutismOne Open
your heart Campaign.

The plague of corruption is ramping back up. You know that the efforts to create a new “plandemic” with the
monkeypox is only an indicator of the new cycle of fear and control the global "Parasitic Elites" are trying to
pump into the MSM news cycle.
The vendors' booths at AutismOne are a valuable resource of products, applications and educational
material you won’t be able to experience if you aren’t in the room with us.
PURE HAVEN is one of the many vendors that will
be at AutismOne.
Some of my favorite skin care and household
cleaning products come from PURE HAVEN. All
100% toxin free! -Dr. Judy
Visit the Pure Haven booth and meet Dr. Judy team
member, Sheryl Lunsford and Sharon Mahan, a
Pure Haven powerhouse.
Get the Ingredients to Avoid Guide to learn more
about protecting your family from
ingredients that may be in your home.

Join Facebook Group Toxic Free Friends
A Pure Haven Community to Learn More

harmful

To mitigate damage from the poisonous shots, knowledge on how to combat their disastrous effects on the
body is crucial. All neuroimmune & auto-inflammatory diseases in the slide below are associated with
Vaccine AIDS and we share the resources on how to treat these diseases appropriately at AutismOne.

Are you ready for Back to School? Exposure to pathogens in the fall is inevitable with children coming
together in large groups. Fall and winter seasons come with less outdoor time and less sunshine exposure.
To help support your immune system, stock up NOW on remedies, supplements and nutritional support
BEFORE kids head back to school and come home sick.
School officials often tell families that their children have to be vaccinated to attend the new school year. File
a religious exemption and rest assured that you retain your parental rights over medical decisions
regarding your children. Exemptions vary slightly from state to state. Check with your local state health
department for their exemption.
Most important of all: NO MORE SHOTS EVER!

Right Docs Of History: STRIKE BACK: STOP
THE SHOTS!
These are Immune Damaging Injections (IDI)
I am glad to have participated in this campaign to
help stop the shots! All the shots! Help those who
got vaccinated to stop the damage and not get
another shot. This video is being censored, like
#stoptheshots

most doctors speaking the truth have been
censored for two years now. Let's save lives by
raising awareness. We stand united for truth! -Dr.
Judy

All the best of health,
Judy A. Mikovits, PhD
CEO, Dr. J Solution

Peer Reviewed Scientific Publications
A reminder that all my presentations are backed up
by Peer Reviewed Scientific Publications. Go to my
website for the pubs I most commonly refer to.

VIDEOS OF THE WEEK
Ernest Hancock Interviews Dr. Judy Mikovits
Dr. Judy Mikovits provides an update on vaccines,
mandates, vaccine injury, data, solutions,
healthcare, summer tour(s), monkeypox, etc...

Refuge of Sinners Interview Series

Hot off the press, my full interview!
Clips from my interview with RefugeOfSinners:
Agency heads are scared to death of how the
patient population will react if XMRV works out
It is worse for under 3 yr olds who have RNase
L variant (which is common in African American
boys).

Clips from the full interview with Dr Meryl Nass:
Why the big rush by the FDA to license the
Monkeypox vaccine in 2019 when there were no
cases then?

Tony Fauci and Jeremy Farrar convened a
phone call designed to cover up the origins of
Covid.

Watch the Full Interview

SHOP DR. J SOLUTION STORE

TOP SELLING PRODUCTS

ProLean
Greens

EnerDMG

Immune
Formulation

Paximune

Shop All Books

EVEN MORE DR. JUDY VETTED RECOMMENDATIONS TO
DETOX AND LIVE A HEALTHIER LIFE!

We offer a unique selection of premium all-natural, CBD-infused products, made right here at our state-of-the-art facility in the USA,
promises unrefined, chemical-free, mineral-rich varieties, conveniently delivered right to your doorstep.

Shop Hemp Mind & Body - 15% Oﬀ Code DRJ15

Shop Cardio Miracle - Subscribe for up to 25% Discount + free
shipping!

I love Pure Haven products! My David loved the shaving cream and I love their skin care &
household products. -Dr. Judy

JOIN our team and you too can make a positive change for the benefit of your family,
humanity, and the environment with Pure Haven toxin free products!

30% Consultant Discounts - Enroll with ID #34050

CBD, adaptogens, and botanical product development is our business because people and their health is
our business. Period. There is nothing more important than serving our communities, building lasting and
meaningful relationships, and being of the most value to humanity. CYTOGEN™, where science meets
nature, and your well-being is the forefront of our mission.

Shop Cytogen - 15% oﬀ with code DRJ15

DR. JUDY'S UPCOMING APPEARANCES LIVE!

AUGUST 6, 2022
PITTSBURG, PA

9:30 AM - 10:15 AM - DR. JUDY A. MIKOVITS
Biotransformation, what are the Underlying causes of Immune Dysfunction
1:00 - 1:45 PM- DR. TRACEY STROUP
How to Biohack the Top 3 Toxins that we Can Not Avoid

AUGUST 12 - 13, 2022
ROCHESTER NY
NEW LOCATION!!!

10:30 AM – 10:45 AM – Dr. Judy Mikovits
Exposing the Plague of Corruption and How to Fight Back
4:45 PM – 5:00 PM – Dr. Judy Mikovits
Understanding the Power of Your God-Given Immune System

Moms, Dads, Everyone Come to Arizona! I will be appearing at the
annual AutismOne Conference again this year in August. This one is
very near and dear to my heart because these are innocent children
and adults afflicted with injuries that could have been prevented had it
not been for vaccines and toxins in our food, products and
environment.
Join me for these dates, times and topics!

Friday, Aug 19th - 2:10-3:00pm: History, Health, and Help for
Autism
Saturday, Aug 20th - 10:30-11:20am: The Environment and
ASD-Autism Spectrum Disorder

AUGUST 18 - 20, 2022
MESA AZ
Visit the Pure Haven Booth and Meet My Consultants!

AUGUST 27 - 28, 2022
MESQUITE, TX

10% oﬀ Discount Code "Mikovits"

OCTOBER 6 - 9, 2022
ORLANDO, FL
Discover the TRUTH About Covid-19 & Variants,
How to Keep Your Freedoms, Masking & Kids Health
World renowned speakers, providing the latest evidence based science, research, & protocols. Interactive
panel discussions, and LIVE Q&A speaker sessions. Depending upon your specialty/area of interest the
lecture tracks are designed to cover the latest information on subjects ranging from the latest science,
research, and approach for medical professionals, to support for individuals and parents facing a new
diagnosis.

FIVE TRACKS TO CHOOSE FROM:
Track 1: Functional/Intergrative Medical Doctors Conference
Track 2: Pediatric/Family Care Chiropractic Conference
Track 3: Autism/Neurodevelopemental Disorder Education Day
Track 4: American Health & Freedom Coalition, Private Leader Working Group (By Invitation Only)
Track 5: General Conference: American Health & Freedom Summit

MEDICAL FREEDOM RESOURCES
To answer many of your questions until I can reply to your emails, please read my books and use the links
below that my team keeps updated with a wealth of news and information on my upcoming media
appearances and past conference presentations.

The Real Dr. Judy
Plague The Book
Truth Social: @therealdrjudy
Twitter: @DrJudyAMikovits
FaceBook: Dr_J_A_M
There are many other organizations who are knowledgeable about medical freedom and vaccine injuries. I
highly recommend that you contact them for any help that you or your loved ones may need:

GoldCare Health and Wellness
FreedomMed
The HighWire
America’s Frontline Doctors
American Frontline Nurses
Take Care Telemedicine
Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC)

FAKE ENDORSEMENTS CALL TO ACTION!
There are several fake web and social media sites profiting off of decades of my scientific research by using
my name and image to sell my books and purporting my endorsement of supplements. Please go to The
Real Dr. Judy to learn more and stop the fraud and use of my God given purpose as a scientist and
educator.
Not drJudyAMikovits .com
Not Judy.mikovits .com
On Truth Social, I am NOT:
@JudyMikovitsPhd
@theJudyMikovits and I appreciate that someone created this account to link to my
websites until I ﬁnally created an account
Not on Telegram:
Dr_Judy_Mikovits
judymikovitschannel
JudyAMikovits

🙏

Dr_Mikovits
DrJudyMikovits
Real_Judy_Mikovits Judy_Mikovits

NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!
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PLEASE NOTE: I am not a Medical Doctor. I do not diagnose or treat disease. I earned my PhD in
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. My expertise is drug development. This content is for educational
purposes only.

